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MODELING SUBSTANTIATION OF ONE-GRAIN CROPS 
VEGETABLE CULTURES IN REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA

SERBIN V., NAZAR B.
State Agrarian University of Moldova

Abstract: In article mathematical modeling of exact crops is stated. On the 
basis of the probability theory dependences of one-grain crops of vegetable 
cultures on which basis it is developed monogram for definition of norm of 
crops depending on a field ascension of seeds and along a number of 
distribution of seeds on the field area have been defined.

Process of seeding of seeds can be divided into following stages: 1-creation 
of a stream of seeds by the sowing device; 2-transportation of seeds to a place of 
their emission from the device and their movement on a seed to a wire to a 
planting place in soil.

MATERIAL AND METHOD

The stream of seeds created by the sowing device is not absolutely constant. 
The density of a stream characterized by quantity of seeds, falling to unit of length of a 
number, is a random variable. Stochastic function is density defined if its population 
mean and correlation function are known, therefore we use the theory of casual 
events.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Researches allow to draw a conclusion, that at falling of seeds on soil under 
some corner (drawing 1) reflexion which are described by expression is 
inevitable:    ’”

- distance across from a point in which the seed has been thrown 
out by the sowing device to a point in which it for the first time has adjoined to a 

- distance from a point of the seed first contact with soil to a 
point in which the seed will be fixed by soil.

The size is function of height of falling of a seed, initial speed V0,
and conditions of its movement, that is possibility of collision with details 

e first, second and subsequent 
seeds represents realization of the random variables possessing an identical 
population mean. Considering a relative positioning of seeds as not dependent on 
the general displacement of a stream which are characterized by a definitive 
arrangement in points of their emission by the sowing device it is possible to 
consider admissible using random variables, a population mean which is equal to 
zero that is:  -
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Drawing 1 - Scheme of process of seeding from soil to a point

But the deviation of seeds can be considered influence of the sowing 
device, ploughshare, soil conditions, properties of seeds: 
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erizes influence transformation on an initial stream of seeds. 
Transformation of a stream which has intervals Su between seeds occurs under the 
influence of many factors which set in a consequence we will name reformative 
system. The interval between seeds in a number represents a linear combination 
of three sizes: initial stream Su i; deviations of 

i+1. In the algebraic form the interval between seeds will be 
presented by following expression:       S=Su- i i+1 (4)

Attaching negative significance Su it is possible to define a condition of its 
performance:    Su i- i+1 (5)

From (5) follows, that it is enough for reception of one inversion, that on 
length of way S of a seeder the deviation of the subsequent seed has decreased in 
comparison with a deviation previous for size big than Su. At crops enough big 
the quantity of seeds under the influence of individual deviations, arises an 
essential difference between initial and definitive distribution which, are 
characterized by change of an arrangement of seeds in a stream. Using a 
conclusion that the interval shows a combination of three sizes (6) we will define 
a dispersion of an interval along a number. Ds=Du+2D (6). Where: Du - an 
initial dispersion; D - a dispersion of deviations.
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The dispersion deviation in this case will be defined accordingly by 
expression:

22 2us
(7)

From the analysis of graphic interpretation follows, that at normally 
distributed intervals of a stream and deviations the law of distribution of 
definitive intervals also turns out normal. Generalization of the considered 
scheme is casual when the seed overtakes k seeds (drawing 2). For an advancing 
of two seeds the following condition is necessary:     i- i+1>2Su=2Sm (8)

Condition of an advancing a seed of the subsequent k seeds is:

i- i+1
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The dispersion difference increases owing to standing up distinctions 
between actual and the measured intervals. For calculation of numerical 
characteristics of distributions it is necessary to establish a parity between the 
actual and measured intervals. For the initial we will accept measured, and actual 
we will express through them. At two inversions actual intervals are measured in 
group between seeds. We will write down: 

S1= 1’…2’; S2= 2’…3’; S3= 3’…4’; S4= 4’…5’; S5= 5’…6’
The measured intervals are defined on distances:     S1=1’-3’ S2=3’-4’; S3= 

4’-2’; S4=2’-5’; S5=5’-6’
Proceeding from values of intervals, we will define dispersion and an 

indicator of asymmetry which after transformations will have the following 

appearance:     214Sm
2 (10);   A3
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- a difference between dispersions of the actual and measured 
intervals at quantity of intervals t=2; P2 - probability of inversion t=2; M3” - the 
third central moment defined taking into account inversion t=2.

Drawing 2 - Scheme of several inversions
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Flat, that the law of distribution of deviations falling normal can be defined 
probability of occurrence of inversions under the law of distribution of a 

i i+k. In a case if a size 
-mean-square deviations  

s s
2 the initial density will be:
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The probability of occurrence of inversions is probability of hit of a 
i
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1we will receive:   (13)

The elementary stream of casual events meeting requirements of 
ordinariness, stationary absence of a consequence is characterized exponential by 
the law of distribution of intervals. Its integrated function looks like:       F(l)=1-e-
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(14).  - density of seeds abreast, l - an interval between seeds.
However experimental data testify, that variation factors at crops fluctuate 

in wider limits (20 … 100 %). Therefore distribution of seeds in a number should 
be considered as distribution of a random variable by law Puasson. Having 
designated through l a piece of a groove and having admitted that the quantity of 
seeds will be there is in it a size casual with the certain law of distribution will 
receive, that the probability of a finding m seeds is defined by dependence: 

(15) 

- the average quantity of seeds falling to a piece l.

Having designated through b, we will receive: b
m
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As seeds are thrown out at crops of vegetable cultures on one on distance 
Su

llfllfllfllfN in...21

from each other and the law of dispersion of an individual seed is known, it is 
possible to define their quantity falling to an elementary site Having directed 
a horizontal axis on a groove bottom, and an axis y - we will vertically define 
density of a stream of seeds on an elementary site, which on distance l from the 
beginning of co-ordinates:

(17)

Where: f1 (l); f2 (l); fn (l) - distribution laws at dispersion of 1st, 2nd … n 
the individual seeds. 

In a considered case the kind of all functions of distribution is identical also 
a difference only position on an axis 0l, and since. Displacement of the 
subsequent function concerning the previous does not depend on its position on 
an axis OH that equation (24) it is possible to copy as follows:

N=[f(l) +f(l 2Sm)+…+f(l kSm (18)
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Signs ± specify, that summation of curves is conducted at the left and to the 
right of accepted for the first. For the normal law of distribution it is had:
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At 0x , we will receive: dlkSlflN m
          (20)

The analysis of function N (l) shows its dependence on parameters of deviations 
and distance between seeds. The density of plants on 1 hectare depending on 
germinating capacity and along a distance number between them by means of 
developed nomogram (drawing 3) has simultaneously been defined.

Drawing 3 - Nomogram for calculation of crops to a point for vegetable cultures.

CONCLUSIONS

As a result of researches the mathematical model for modeling of exact 
crops has been developed.

It has been defined, that distribution of seeds on a number is influenced by 
the inversion moment, including experimental data show that the factor of a 
variation for crops is in the big limits - 20 … 100 %. Therefore distribution of 
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seeds on a number should be considered as distribution of the first random 
variable which was considered in law Puasson.

Using the monogram for calculation of crops to a point, for vegetable 
cultures the real distance between plants on a number which differs from 
distribution of seeds to the strengthened crops has been defined.
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